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B.Sc V Semester Degree Examination' Oct'Alov' - 20L8

PHYSICS

Atomic,MolecularPhysicsAndSpecialTheoryofRelativity

PaPer-S.1

Maximum Marks : 80
Time:3 Hours

Instr uctions to C andidates

1. Section-I is comPulsory'

2.AnsweranyFOURquestionseachfromsection-IIandfromSection-III

SECTION.I

1. Answer any TWELVE ofthe following questions' (l2xl--12)

A) Choose the correct answer'

(i)Ifanelectronhasinitialvelocityparalleltothedirectionofmagneticfieldthe
Path of the electron is

a)aparabolab)astraightlinec)acircled)anellipse
(ii)Whatistheratioofradiusofatomandradiusofnucleus?

a) 10 b) 103 c) 105 d) 108

(iii) For P-Shell electron the possible values of magnetic quantum numbers

a) (-2,0,2) b) (-2'-1'0) c) (-l'0'l) d) (0'1'2)

(19 In case of continuous X-ray spectrufii, as potential difference is increased the

wavelength ofX-ray shifts towards the

a) longerwavelength b) shorterwavelength

c) either (a) or (b) d) no change

Fill inthe blanks.

(i) The electric and magnetic fields are said to be crossed when the two fields

are 

- 

to each other'

(ii) Pure,rotational spectrum appears in region'

B)

lP.T.O.
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(iii) Stern - Gerlach experiment provides proof for
(iv) In fluoresence, the emitted wavelength is

C) State true or false

(i) X-rays are neither deflected by erectric field nor by magnetic field.(ii) Pure-vibrational spectra are observed only in liquids.
(iii) Stokes lines are always less intense than anti stokes lines.D) Answerthe following in one ortwo sentences.
(i) write an expression for force experienced by an electron of change .e, in anelectric field 'E,.
(ii) What is meant by scattering of light?(iii) WhatisDuane-Hount limit?
(w) Define the concept of proper time.

SECTION-tr

z. Explain the effect ofmagnetic field on electrons. 
(4x4=16)

3' Define excitation energy' excitation potential, ionisation energy and ionisation potential.4' State Pauli's exclusionprinciple. Illustrate theprinciple forK and L shell.5. StateandexplainMoseley'slaw.

6' what is Rayleigh scattering?Explainwithan illusfration.
7' State and explain the basic postulates ofEinstein's special theory ofrelativity.

SECTION-Itr

8' a) Explainthetheory and experimental setup ofDunningtonmethod," rr,r:;:?
of electron - m

b) Elechonsmoveatrightangles to amagnetic field2x r0-2T and enters itwith avelocityof I 07 ms-r. Find the radiw of the .io-"t* putfr.- 
-

[P.T'O.
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9.

10.

12.

13.

lts2t

a) State Bohr's posfulates of atomic structure and hence derive an expression for energy
of an electron in the ne orbit of hydrogen atom. (9+a=13)

b) The series limit wavelength of Balmer series in hydrogen spectrum is 364640.
Calculate the longest wavelength ofBalmer series.

a) What is Zeeman effect? Give the quantumtheory ofnorrnalZeemaneffect.(9+4:13)
b) The Zeeman components of a 500nm spectral line are 0.0116nm apart when the

magnetic field is IT. Find the ratio l- for the electron. Given : C : 3x108 ms'r.

11. a) Give the theory of origin of pure rotational spectrum of molecule. Mention its
rmportance. (9+4=13)

b) An X-ray operates at 30KV emits a continuous X-ray spectum with a short wavelength
limit 0.414A0. Find the planck's constant.

Given: e : l.6x l0-te C and C : 3xl0s ms-l.

a) What is Raman effect? Give the quantum theory ofRaman effect. (9+4=13)
b) In an experiment in the study of Raman effect using mercury green radiation of

wavelength 546.1nm, a stokes line ofwavelength 554.3 nm was observed. Find the
wavelength of corresponding Anti stokes line.

a) What is time dilation in special Theory ofrelativity? Deduce an expression fortime
dilation in regard to the interval between two events measured from two different
inertial frames. (9+4=13)

b) How fast would a rocket have to go relative to an observer for its largth to be contacted
to 99Yo of its length at rest?
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Time :3 Hours

Instructions to Candidates :

1. Section - I is compulsory.

B.Sc V Semester Degree Examination, Oct./llov. - 2018

PHYSICS

Quantum Mechanicso Nuclear Physics and Energy Physics

Paper - 5.2

d) Lp.Lt= h .

tls22

Maximum Marks : 80

1.

2. Answer any FOUR questions from Section - II and FOUR from Section - III

SECTION - I
Answer any TWELVE ofthe following.

A" Choose the correct answer.

i) Compton effect verifies

a) Wave nature of light

b) Wavenature ofmatter

c) Quantumnature of light

d) Quantumnatureofmatter.

ii) According to Heisenberg's uncertainty principle

a) Lx.LP=ft b) Lx..Lt=h

(l2xl=12)

AEc) ----=h'Lt
iii) Position of proton on the basis of quark model is

a) rnrd b) usd c) dd d) uss.

l9 Cadmium rods are used in nuclear reactor to

a) Speed up reaction b) Control the chain reaction

c) Initiation reaction d) All these.

lP.r.o.



c. l]]" il;lll- 
is required forthepurpose oftheproducing conrrorred eners-r-.

i) 
;li;1n,?i:'*** nature or right has emerged

D.

,
3.

4.

!.

6.

7.

i) Define 2.€1.' nnr'n+ 
--..!vrrvvo

ii) **1,1,1,"#T#:a
iii) Define bindingenergy
,9 Definenuclearfision

SECTTON-tr

Describegamma-raymicroscoDeexner. ( 4x4=r6)

gbrainr**in*:l,*:il;"#ffi:1'":;ffi:':*isenberg'suncerrainryprincipre.
Give an account for riquid dropmoder fornucreus
Describe how range of a -particres is determined by Bragg,s experiment.Exprain constuction and working of linear accererator. 

3's experiment.

Give a brief description of util intionof solar energy.

:] what is compton effe*?,"j"i:fi1}.il"" * compton shift.b) An electron has a speed 
"f600;'- 

t*itl, 
an accuracy of0.05 %.-carsurate the certaintyf: ,:,T::ry 

r"""i" *'" portrton 
"rrr," 

.rr"J#Gven that h :i.-a)i_r 
0_34rs,

8.
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B. Fill inthe blanks.

i) 
ffi"b;:ij:"rffi: sroup associated with a moving body travers with

iii)
ii) Electron can be accelerated to veniii) Gq*_- y high energies by means of- v.rvr Eirs

Sffi rays areproduced uy ruaa"n JCIpage of within the radio active

11s22

rnaterial.

an afternpt to expiain

l'?, ff ffi::;:::T :::T ;naSrlauct 
orthe radioacrive series is zeroffi"":.Answer the followir 

v'n,rr

:\ g rn one ortwo sentences

(9+4=13;
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9" a) obtain schrodinger equation for a particle in a box. solve it to obtain eigen firnctionsand show that the eigen values are descrets.
b) calculate the De-Broglie wavelength of l0 kev neutrino. Mass ofneutrino may betaken as tr.675x10rr[g.

(9+4=13;

a) Explain the failure ofproton electron hypothesis and success ofproton - neutronhypothesis ofnuclelaiconstitution. ---- *'e i

b) calculate the binding energy per nucleon in uc" .Mass ofproton neuton and erectrons

;:rffi:S' 
1'00E67 and 0'00055 amu. respecriverv. The mass of ucr2 atom is

(9+4=13)

Give.the theory of successive radioactive disintegration and obtain the condition fortransient equilibriurn"

The half-life of 
, rNo'o is r5 hrs. FIow long does it take for 93.7g yo of asampre ofthis isotope to deeay? 

(9+4=13)
Describe the construction and working of cyclotron.
A Betafron workingon an operating frequencyof60 Hzhas a stable orbit ofdiameter1.6 m. Find the energv gained per;- .,"JliJ" ,r*;;;;;ro ifthe magnetic fierdat the orbit is 0.57

Explainwith aneat diagram a construction and workingofanuclearpowerreactor.

Cplculate the Q. value ofreaction aBee + ,Hea _+ 
rel4 + onl .

Given: Mass of Bee:9.015060 amu

Mass of Hea:4.008g79 amu

Mass ofonr: 1.00g906 amu

Mass of er2= 12.00316 amu. (9+4=13)

10.

lX. a)

b)

12. a)

b)

13. a)

b)


